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ABSTRACT
The use of spreadsheets for what-if analyses can be simpli-
fied by allowing cell values to be set by small sliders and
displayed as micro-graphs. The sliders define a range in
which a cell value will be varied, and the graphs illustrate
how other cell values vary when the slider-cell has a value
in that range. The resulting mode of operation emphasizes
interaction between the system and the user in searching for
a desirable value of a cell, and also illustrates the stability of
that value by showing the value in a context around it.
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INTRODUCTION
Spreadsheet programs are, together with word processors,
by far the most widely used computer programs today. A
spreadsheet is made up of cells, which contain text, numeric
values, and formulas which describe how a cell value is to
be computed from the values of other (which are referenced
through their name, given as row and column index). A cell
can either display its (computed) value or the formula which
defines that value.

One important use of spreadsheets is to perform what-if
analyses, i.e. to investigate how the value of some cells
affects other cell values in the spreadsheet. A typical exam-
ple (see Figure 1) would be trying to decide the number of
units to sell of a product in order to reach break-even. In
early spreadsheets this analysis had to be done by trial-and-
error methods - manually changing the value of a cell and
seeing what the resulting values of other cells would be, and
repeating this procedure until the required value for a certain
cell was found. Recently, "goal search capabilities" have
been added [2], and now provide an automated search for
such values. In the example of Figure 1, we can ask for a
value of B1 which will give B7 the value 0, and the value 50
for B1 will be found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of units</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cost/unit</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fixed cost</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Total cost</td>
<td>=B2*B1+B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Price/unit</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>=B5*B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Net result</td>
<td>=B6-B4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. A simple spreadsheet to calculate the net result
of a business. Cells display their defining formulas.

However, a manual, interactive search is in many cases pre-
ferable, since it gives the user an intuitive understanding of
the relationship between the varying and dependent vari-
able. This can for example help in avoiding the choice of a
solution close to a "catastrophic" point - e.g. as in Figure 2
where the solution is close to a sharp decrease in profit (due
to a step increase in fixed costs which is described by the
conditional formula in cell B3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of units</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cost/unit</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fixed cost</td>
<td>=IF(B1&gt;51;500;100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Total cost</td>
<td>=B2*B1+B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Price/unit</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>=B5*B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Net result</td>
<td>=B6-B4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. A spreadsheet with a hidden surprise.

In this article we demonstrate two simple extensions to the
traditional spreadsheet model, which provide the necessary
means for such manual, dynamic analyses. We call these
additions 'slidercells' and 'micrographs'.
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A slidercell is simply a cell which can have its value changed by manipulation of a slider. When a cell is activated as a slider, a range is chosen. This range defines the slidercell’s value range. The current value of the slider is displayed next to its thumbnail, to yield as compact a representation as possible - see Figure 3. The reason we strive for compactness is that both sliders and graphs are ordinary cells, and we wish to be able to view many cells at the same time - this is one of the key ideas behind spreadsheets.

A micrograph is a cell which instead of just displaying a value displays a tiny X-Y graph, where the X dimension is the value of an activated slidercell that the micrograph depends on, and the X range is the range of that slider. The Y dimension is the value of the micrograph for each X value, and its range is defined by the range of that cell’s value. The current X value is marked by a vertical line in the micrograph, and the current Y value (i.e. the value of the cell) is also displayed in the graph - see Figure 3.

Note that from the graph shown in cell B7 in Figure 3 it is immediately obvious that there is a break-even solution, but also that this is a very unstable solution! With the automatic solver, we got no such information.

As computational models become more complex, the usefulness of micrographs increases, since the co-variation of several cell values can be studied simultaneously, as one or several slidercells are being manipulated. The intuition which can be gained from such explorations is particularly helpful in situations where no optimal solution to a problem can be found, and the best possible solution must be chosen by a human.

RELATED WORK

Wilde and Lewis [3] also describe how to extend the spreadsheet model with interactive graphics. The main difference compared to the work presented here is that instead of having a graphical “shell” on top of a spreadsheet model, we suggest simple graphical I/O primitives (sliders and graphs) which replace the conventional, textual representation of a cell in the ordinary spreadsheet. We also empha-

size the interactive exploration of cell value dependencies, by introducing the new notion of a potential value range for a cell, and its reflection in the micrographs of other cells.

Our initial idea of extending spreadsheets with interactive, graphical I/O devices was inspired by work on dynamic queries [1]. It is interesting to note that whereas “traditional” dynamic queries focus entirely on the exploration of “dead data” stored in conventional data bases, the methods presented here deal with potentially infinite data sets, represented as a number of computational dependencies. Therefore, even if spreadsheets might be the first area where these I/O devices are used, they should also prove useful if and when the dynamic query model is extended to work with, for example, deductive data bases.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We feel the ideas reported here indicate new directions for the design of spreadsheet systems. Furthermore, the modular design of modern spreadsheet programs makes it possible to extend existing programs with this kind of functionality. Our next step is to extend some commercial spreadsheet system with the I/O devices presented here.
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